Profile / Aims and scope:

The *Business and Economic Horizons* (BEH) is an international peer-reviewed journal that publishes high quality theoretical, empirical, and review papers covering the broad spectrum of research in areas of economics, business, management, and finance. The journal aim is to bridge the gap between the theory and the observed data in these constantly developing domains. BEH Editorial Board welcomes the high-quality original research articles and review papers that verify the well-grounded and the emerging theories by employing the econometric, statistical methods or other relevant empirical methods in theoretical and applied economic analysis. BEH does not discriminate articles utilizing the non-mainstream approaches such as experimental research, institutional analysis, other variations of heterodox and developmental economic studies. Therefore, the submissions in any field of micro- and macroeconomics, business ethics, economic policy or finance are appropriate for this journal. We hope, the provided contributions will help to understand the contemporary challenges faced by the private and public sector and will establish an international forum of empirical research.

Download the Article ready template:

The article template with detailed instructions can be downloaded in the following web links:

Link 1: [http://academicpublishingplatforms.com/downloads/BEH_article_submission_format.docx](http://academicpublishingplatforms.com/downloads/BEH_article_submission_format.docx)

Link 2: [http://www.pradec.eu/beh-article-template/](http://www.pradec.eu/beh-article-template/)

Author guidelines:

Researchers can read more info and guidelines in the following web links:

Link 1: [https://academicpublishingplatforms.com/journal.php?journal=BEH&id=1#guides_to_authors](https://academicpublishingplatforms.com/journal.php?journal=BEH&id=1#guides_to_authors)


Online submission:

You can read more info and guidelines in the following web links:

Link 1: [https://academicpublishingplatforms.com/journal.php?journal=BEH&id=1#submission](https://academicpublishingplatforms.com/journal.php?journal=BEH&id=1#submission)


Authors can send articles to the following emails: beh@pradec.eu  publications@pradec.eu

Double blind reviewing:

All articles submitted to BEH undergo screening and followed with a peer-reviewing process. The screening and review process is described in our official webpages. We require high writing standards from the authors to reach the sufficient merits and quality of articles before final publishing. Though many factors influence the final decision, the merits and quality play an important role in speeding the reviewing process by our editors and reviewers. It could be both quick (few weeks) and quite long 2-6 months. The whole cycle can be even longer (1 year and more) when authors do not consider in full the delivered remarks of reviewers.

Publication fee:

Article processing fee established for the 2019 year open-access publications is 375 Euro. The fee is due to pay only after the acceptance formal letter from the Editorial Board. The paper will be published online with ISSN 1804-5006 (Online).